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Welcome Aboard
the
Train of Thoughts
You have your ticket, so come aboard
NLU's "Train of Thoughts"
and travel through a year of excitement
learning, memories and celebrations.
Evanston
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Thoughts of
Friendship Stop Here
\
CO
tes the great elementary ed program here,
NLU offers many extracurricular activities for stu-
dents to get involved in. Through two of these, the
Commuter Association and the Student Ambassador
Program, I have met many new people. I have also
gained learning, planning, organizational, and
leadership skills. Ifeel that more people should take
advantage of the activities provided by NLU and get
involved."
Susan Tabern
he unique structure of National has
given us the opportunity to experience
the community life of a small college.
With nine campuses and centers in many
parts of the country, each site offers an
opportunity to form significant, long-lasting
friendships. We are able to know many of
our fellow students and not get lost in a
crowd of faces.
We are never alone no matter which cam-
pus or field site each of us attends. When we
are sharing our views, opinions and discov-
eries in the classroom, we find ourselves car-
rying those exchanges outside the classroom
setting, where they form the foundation for
friendship.
Norio Furukawa cherishes the warmth of a friend from
home. Renee Higgins, Claudia Carter and Amy Stahi—the
three musketeers! Tera McCormick and Tracy Profice
always back each other up. Susan Tabern shares a friendly
smile. Maria Greenspan and Amy Muehleip toast to
friendship. Joan Russo, Nicole Boldog, Tracy Leyden, and
Jenna Justin give a huge hug. Cindy Wolski, Caren
Herbin, Barb Lowth, Jodie Reeser, Laurie Stanley, Susan
Knapp, Korrie McCarry, and Grace Hwang "bond".
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Riding the
Rails ofDiversity
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'What precarious fortresses we build
for ourselves! Consider the surreal
Jeoffrey Rose
he word "diversity" means a lot of dif-
ferent things. At NLU it means we are
part of a community that contains not
only people of different ethnicities but also
people of all ages and life experiences. We
are the traditional freshmen searching for
the right careers and identities, and we are
seasoned professionals looking to improve
ourselves and expand our base of knowl-
edge.
National is truly a rainbow of people. We
have Asians, Africans, Polish, Hispanics,
Russians, Europeans—and the list goes on.
The challenge to learn from one another's
cultural experiences gives us an educational
dimension we would not otherwise be
exposed to. We are trying hard to meet such
a challenge as we move toward completing
our degrees.
Sara Caruso smiles at the thought of staring her first year
at NLU. Cedric Evans tries hard to resist. Kenya Williams
and Jason Erb await Cindy Wolski's mystery drink. Jeof-
frey Rose reflects on life at the Bah'ai. Mariko Aoki,
Veronica, Monica, Dolores Raya, Rose Marie and Rose
Mae Sims, and Anglense Jones celebrate Halloween.
Mariko Aoki & Norio Furukawa speak the same language.
Michele Arrigo, Tracy Leyden, Karey Jones and Jen Lee
"Liten" up.
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Derailed, Deranged
and Quite Strange
"Success doesn't happen by accident. It
takes dedication, motivation and a lot of
hard work. I realized this after being part
of the NLJJ women 's championship volley-
ball team. It's not easy being part ofa team
or even a member of large class. People
working together, supporting each other,
understanding one another or just sharing
a smile can help another take that winning
step, and I've found that combination for
success atNLU."
Donna Castello
veryone at National acts a bit
deranged once in a while; some more
than others. Stressful times are the
best times to act quite strange at campus
parties, because it is so therapeutic to derail
occasionally. After a tough week of classes,
it feels great to kick back, let your hair
down and get a little crazy.
We are no different than anyone else
when it comes to letting loose and having a
good time. There's fun to be had. And when
we allow ourselves to go in search of it, we
inevitably find it. As serious as things may
get at NLU, it's nice to know that the oppor-
tunity to show our lighter side is waiting on
the other side of the tracks.
Chris Krawazyk mumbles "Chubby Bunnies." Diane
Lerche, Erika Staiger, Susan Tabern & Alece Rockier flip
out as Chris Scarbeck and Mike Kallison spot. Andy
Andrews, Lisa Weinstein, Caroline Manke, Jeoffrey Rose
& Barb Nuquist are to die for! Donna Castello—SANE?
Nancy Nee, Cody McLaurine and Mike Kallison
"See...Do...Say no evil." Wendy Escarcega and Anita Ray-
mond are stuck in Florida. Cheryl Brewster and Diane
Lerche promote peace.
Keeping Track
ofEach Other
"/ think the NLU education program
is the way to success."
Jane Bryson
ome say that college is where one
meets his or her most valuable
friends. They support each other
socially and mentally as they get through
each day. Keeping track of or in touch with
friends, whether at National right now or
beyond graduation, emphasizes that sense of
caring.
We have formed friendships at NLU that
will stand the test of time. Many of these
connections will carry us into the "real
world;" providing job opportunities and
new social settings. Relationships such as
these can be vital to meeting the challenges
that come after we have earned our degrees.
Julie Huynh and Grace Hwang know what friendship is all
about. Terrence Ross treats some friends to an NLU party.
Penny Walker and Kenya Williams share a friendly smile.
Jane Bryson remembers old NLU friends as she glances
through a yearbook. Jodie Reeser, Eileen Landon, Betsie
Egenes, Mara St. Aubin, Wendy Pryor, Jenny Donovan,
Tammy Hines, & Michelle Cristal are ready to go. Jennifer
Koransky & John Pierre know the warmth of friendship.
Erica Christianson, Tony Galvan and Susan Hirsh enjoy
each other's company.
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Making Tracks
ofMemories
"Coming to National gave me a second
chance at college. I appreciate the small
classes and personal attention, because
they keep me on my toes. Iput everything I
have into my education—even my blood!"
Diane Lerche
here are so many things that can trig-
ger the most vivid memories. Special
songs, certain places, familiar faces
are just a few. Pictures can stimulate the
greatest of memories—moreso than any
caption or date will. Remembering our days
at NLU will be cherished as special
moments that make us happy through giv-
ing, sharing and just being there.
We have spent the year making all kinds
of memories. From the opening week of
school and the many parties, to making
music videos and standing in a blizzard of
bucks, to Mardi Gras, Family Weekend,
Candle & Rose and Commencement. In
addition to traditional events, many of us
have made a lot of memories on our own.
Wendy Escarcega and Katy Hull goofing around at Disney
World. The Student Ambassadors are very supportive of
each other. Nancy Nee and Andy Andrews do a little dirty
dancing. Diane Lerche donates blood during Wellness
Week. Fun Flicks, totally interactive videos, blew the roof
off the Atrium. Michelle Kamenear and Jeoffrey Rose per-
form in "Embroidered Yarns." Angie Thompson, Christa
Barkdoll and Kim Troutman know how valuable friend-
ship is.
Sidetracked
at Partytown
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There are many things that we
could criticize at NLUy but the mem-
ories that you will leave with are the
memories you make; none of which
could be made without good
friends."
Hector Solis
fter days of classes, late nights doing
homework, spending hours in the
library and studying for exams, occa-
sional sidetracking is a welcome relief!!
Everyone has to let loose now and then.
When it comes to a stop at Partytown, we
like to have as much fun as any other college
students!
Partying at NLU comes in many forms
and fashions. We certainly aren't known as
a party school, but it's not hard to find a
party. You just have to be in the right place
at the right time. Whether we're just hang-
ing out at someone's "house," heading out
for a night on the town or dancing 'til we
drop at the campus party, we make the most
of the event.
Chris Jahn and Lisa Peplow get ready to play another tune
at a campus party. Michele Arrigo, Eric Wolfe, Laurie
Stanley, Theresa Craeney and Korrie McCarry welcome
in the New Year. James Gardner and Misha Starks get
sidetracked together. Hector Solis is making memories.
The women's volleyball team gets ready for a fiesta! Jen,
Karey, Lori, Kelly, Jen, Christa, Michele and Theresa par-
take in some group therapy. Chris Powers, Laura Simpson
and Sarah Thompson know a good non-alcoholic beer
when they taste one.
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Exciting Paths
Cross Tracks
eople from all walks of life cross paths
at National. Business people, parents,
high school seniors, transfer students
are a few of these. The combination of their
personalities brings a high energy to the
classroom. The excitement created is
unmatched by many other institutions.
The challenge of upper division classes
opens the door to active participation. The
paths that cross in this academic environ-
ment make National more than just a place
to go to school. It becomes an exciting
adventure as students experience self-dis-
covery.
Janell Sanders & Cody McLaurine are exhilarated. Donna
Chmielewski squeezes excitement out of Sue Vallabdas.
Erika Staiger, Michelle Kamenear & Margaret Schultz
give a grand performance. Alece Rockier, Cheryl Brewster
& Grace Hwang "just want to have fun." Sustaining this
pose won Reece Anderson $25. Erika, Sue, Alece, Diane,
Nancy and Chris get high on excitement. Audrey Crowder,
Misha Starks, Kenya Williams and Penny Walker show
their pearly whites.
"NLU has prepared me for the harsh
realities ofthe world out there."
Reece Anderson
Brookfield-Milwaukee Center
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Carolyn R. Bair, M.A.
Vice President
for Student Affairs
KathrynlE. Cody, B.A.
Executive Assistant
to the President
"National-Louis University must strive even
harder to bring resolve to a world that needs
our brightest and best efforts.
"
Dr. Herron
"What a great
university to be a
part ofand know
the best is yet
ahead!
"
Michael W. Louis
Vice Chairman of the
Board of Trustees,
with Yearbook Editor
Helen A. Bendik
Preside
992
congratulate every one of you on your
accomplishments at National-Louis University.
As you leave the National community, you enter a new
community -- whether it he academic, professional or
family. Wherever you go, you represent the spirit of
Nationl-Louis University.
Know that you carry with you the gift of an
education that symbolizes more than a century of
helping others. Know that you are qualified to succeed
at whatever vou might take on in the years ahead.
Class of 1992, 1 salute you!
David McCreery, M.A.
Vice President for
University
Advancement
Ines Milne, M.B.A.
Vice President for
Budget & Mgt Systems
Delbert D. Stoner, B.S.
Senior Vice President
for Finance
Not photographed:
Glenn Heck, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Lon Randall, Ed.D.
Senior Vice President
for Administration
1
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Administrative
Services staff members
Bill Roberts and Vicki
Eckhart provide plenty
of support for Vice
President for Finance
Del Stoner. Here, Del
and staff take a break
from the number-
crunching to share a
smile with the camera.
As
Smiles Reflect Positive Attitudes
Purchasing and General
Services staff members Jane
Herman and Pam Porter.
Professor of Education Dan
Marshall always has time for a
phonecall from a student. VP
for Finance Ines Milne and
VP for Student Affairs
Carolyn Bair enjoy a drink
with Associate VP for
Student Affairs MikeMiller.
Evanston Campus Dean
Larry Lasko loves to flip
burgers during Family
Weekend.
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Financial Aid Assistant Debra Morgan and
Assistant Registrar Daisy Tow enjoy working in
the same office together.
Residential Life Director
Ravi Shankar has settled into
his new office in Keck Hall.
Health Services staff members Nancy
McLaughlin and Donna LeBlanc, RN, are always
ready to help students feel their best.
Laura Ashby
Admissions
Chicago
Chris Clemmer
Human Services
Chicago
Carole Kabel
Library
Chicago
Curtis Rempson
Student Activities
Chicago
Adelaida Roque
Liberal Arts
Chicago
Maria-Denisa
Stanculescu
Student Affairs
Chicago
The library staff is always
ready to help. (From L to R):
Front row: Carol Moulden,
Judith Pope, Kirsten
Anderson, Sarah Goenne,
Rose Novil. Back row:
Kathryn Howell, Pat Gort,
Ellen Bogosian, Jack Fritts,
Rae Benjamin, Dave
Hoogakker, Cynthia
Lanphear, Lucy Goldberg,
Susan Blumenfeld.
University Involvement = Community
|
Theatre Professor Rene Roy stands
(in costume) with Holocaust
survivor Mania Birnberg, "Angel in
the Night" Playwright Joanna H.
Kraus and Holocaust survivor Freida
Saperstein. "Angel" was written
about these two survivors. Security
Guard Jim Renault issues parking
permits and offers directions to
various campus locations with a
smile. Marcelo Sanz and Stan
Weber of Computer Services stand
in front of the Main Frame. Faculty
Services Coordinator Phillip
Kapela relaxes a bit after the grand
commencement ceremonies.
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Buildings & Grounds staffmembers are often found in the
"caverns" of Sutherland. (From L to R): Front row: Eric
Wolf, Cody McLaurine, Butch Sorenson. Back row:
Director Tim Neubauer, Olaf Carlson, Dave Marken,
Margaret McCliment.
Radiation Therapy Professor Judy
Bastin goes over some final notes as
she wraps up class.
Theatre Professor Amy Muehleip works on some multi-
media materials in the media center as her son, Max, watches
with curiousity.
Counselor Bob Kaufman spends a lot of time
helping non-traditional students make the
move into collegiate life.
Robin Woodsome heads the media
department with his multiple talents and
cheerful disposition.
Tracy Boyer's services make working with the
media center super easy. Tracy's always
ready with a helpful suggestion.
Professional Assistance Center
for Education (PACE)
staff members:
Front row: Robert Harth,
Nancy Kelly, Marsha
Geller, Louise Baygood,
Peggy Miller, Marlene
Veibel, Barbara Bonier,
Jayne Daniel. Back row:
Jane Doyle, Joyce Hart,
Delra Lerner-Schmidt,
Linda Hanson, Mary
Sinker, Marianne Sheridan.
Faculty/Staff Keep Students on Track
Reading & Language Dept:
Nancy McKearn, B.J.
Wagner, Donna Ogle,
Camielle Blackowicz, Judy
Nystrom and Chuck Sentell
enjoy the simplicity of
children's literature.
Education professor
William Nikola-Lisa is an
artist as well as a great
storyteller. Adjunct faculty
member Eric Zickgraf
returns student exams. Math
professor George Litman
explains an algebra problem.
24
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Professor of Art Tina Weil is thrilled with the
ceramic work she has just removed from the kiln
in her art classroom.
*
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Career Counselor Karen
Dolan is happy to help
students in their job searches.
Academic planner Bob Clark and Theatre Arts
professor Patrick Holland go over the vocal
music for the closing of commencement.
(
Cheryl Brewster
Student Activities
Evanston
Phyllis Geren
Computer Ed &
MAT program
Evanston
Linda Pennington
Academic Affairs
Evanston
Maurine Pyle
Enrollment Mgmt
Evanston
Theatre Professor Amy
Muehleip, Resident Scenic
Designer and Techincial
Director Kevin Wahl and
Financial Aid Counselor
Maria Greenspan regressed to
"babyhood" when they
performed a magical lip sync
skit for the Family Weekend
annual Variety Show.
Diverse Interests Bring Variety to Staff
Chicago Campus Dean Ron West
looks over the latest placement
figures with Career Counselor
Cathy Robinson and Director of
Career Development and
Placement Connie Webster. PACE
Residence Hall Director Sue
Knapp gets some paperwork done in
the friendly confines of the Atrium.
Counselor Melanie Hayes, friend
Ann, and Director of Student
Activities Cheryl Brewster enjoy a
White Sox game despite the cold
weather. Mild-mannered Mike
Bila, associate dean of field
programs, becomes. .."Supercook"
for the Cubs game tailgate party on
Baker Field.
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Chicago Campus Student Affairs staff members Mary
LaSalle and Curtis Rempson bundle up to watch the Sox beat
the Expos on a chilly day at Comiskey Park.
Maggie Gill's support in the Office
of Career Development and
Placement keeps things going.
Chicago Campus Provost Burlean Burris purchases a piece
of handmade jewelery from African American artisians
during Black History Month.
Science Professor June Steinberg is always
happy to go over test results when her students
have questions.
Copy Center Lead Operator Eric Pierce,
Mail Operations Supervisor William Trapp
and Director ofPurchasing Dave McCulloch
'talk numbers.
'
I
Counselor Rolanda Burris has a blast even
when she's grading placement tests.
Classes and performance
events in Weinstein would
hardly be possible without the
skillful contributions of the
performing arts and facility
management staff. Standing
outside the performing arts
office in front of their
promotions bulletin board are
(From L to R): Director Karin
Lewis, Carile Schnabl, Jon
Cobb, Renee Higgins.
Dedication and Support Shine Through
Food Service staff members are
always ready to help out with a
campus event. (From L to R):
Johnnie Shaw, Director Ann Ogle,
Mark Fleischer, Rhonda Jefferson,
Maria Escobar, Bennie Maldanado
and Dave Aguirre are lending their
cooking expertise and services for
Family Weekend. Professor Ken
Cantor answers a student's question
about an upcoming assignment.
Lombard Bookstore ManagerJim
Cone unboxes books in preparation
for the spring quarter rush.
Custodian Billy Sans makes a copy
of a campus room map for a student.
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Science professor Art Hannah said to heck with a candid shot
and got Natalia Papciak and Nancy Herbert to join him at his
lecture stool.
Telecommunication Operator
Betty J. Burress is always busy
trafficking incoming calls.
English Professors Joyce Markel (dept. chair) and Lee
Ramsey sit in their office and check over some writing
samples submitted by spring quarter students.
James D. Gott
Acad. Computing
Lombard
Maria Greenspan
Financial Aid
Evanston
Roxanne Henkin
Education
Lombard
Rhunette Humrich
Counseling
Lombard
Chris Murphy
Extended Sites
Staff members Cathy
Robinson, April Sakimoto,
Ravi Shankar, Costas Spirou,
Laura Ashby and Estervina
Rodriguez meet regularly as
the International Student
Committee to discuss and
track the needs of international
students who have chosen to
make National their collegiate
home.
Friendly Faces In All Places
^ ^^^^^
Philosophy Professor John Barbee
goes over some lecture notes with his
class. Human Services Professor
Patrick McGrath shares some
important points with his students as
they prepare for their final exam.
Women's Athletics coaches:
Wendy Chisholm, Sue Gasperec,
Director Patty McLean, Myra
Minuskin. As secretary to the
Lombard Campus Director, Judi
Kroll is always ready to help out.
Assoc. Dean forLAS Phyllis Neulist
talks with a student outside her office.
n Monday, April 13, 1992,
National-Louis University lost a
very treasured collegue, friend and
teacher. Sam Johnson spent 23 years
as an athletic director at National. He
was, perhaps, as much an institution
here as is the college itself.
All those who knew him, even if
only for a Quarter, could not help but
be touched by his caring nature and his
obvious love of life and people. He
always approached things with his
students in mind.
As a special honor to Sam's
memory, a scholarship was created in
his name to be given to the student who
has exhibited outstanding achieve-
ments in the sports management
program. This scholarship will
become an annual award; one that
befits a man who left a legacy at NLU.
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Student Body Disappears as
Spirits Take Over Atrium
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Margaret Schultz "jests" with the WickedWitch of the
Inflatables as she takes a break from the Halloween
festivities. Kirsten Anderson, Alece Rockier, Susan
Tabern and an "army buddy" enjoy the spirit of friend-
ship. Medusa has taken over the body of Erika Staiger.
Trekkie Lisa Stock pals around with bunnie Laura
Simpson on "Planet NLU." Donna Chmielewski, Hector
Solis and Kimberly Deets experience what it's like to live
as the other sex for just a few hours.
Devil and angel? Hard rock starAndy Andrews sneaks up
on "Sister Mary" Lisa Weinstein. Mariko Aoki can't
"mask" her smile, and Julie Huynh gives a cheer when it
comes to partying on Halloween. Dave Hoffheimer is
but a "skeleton" of his former self, and Ginny Newhouse
and Darcy Eisler still don't mind spending a moment with
him. Erica Christianson clowns around with scholar
Rose Marie Sims and Blues Brother Eric Salinger.
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|||ga||erial killers, superstars, vampires and
IlKflll vamps were just a few of the unusual
characters that appeared in the haunted
confines of the Atrium on Friday,
November 1 . The annual Halloween party
gave students the opportunity to let loose
and NOT be themselves.
In the costume contest, Anisa
Strausburg won First Place for her
intriguing handmade mask. Erica
Christianson clowned her way into Second
Place and "Sister" Lisa Weinstein received
Third Place for her holy appearance.
Ghosts and ghouls floated across the
dance floor well past the bewitching hour.
Pumpkin Slashing
Takes Guts in Hall
'
'Mr. Diversity
'
' carves out a niche in ourNLU community
by showing one of his many sides. Three North "slashers,"
Jennifer Shapiro, Barb Lowth, Judy Holly, Laura
Simpson, Camille Jones, Donna Chmielewski, Pharie
Greer and Molly O'Hara ask Ernie how to get to Sesame
Street. Mex-Afro Jack waits for his lantern to be lit before
the judges begin their deliberations. Jeff'Rose and Norio
Furukawa have torturous plans for their pumpkin head
as they make yet another "wound" in its flesh.
A diverse group encircles a diverse guy. Caren Herben,
Sandy Walizadehe, Grace Hwang, Helen Bendik, Mariko
Aoki, Julie Huynh, Janell Sanders, Nancy Nee and Maria
Aiello. How much slashing and torturing can one jack
o'lantern take? Jesse Green, Cindy Wolski, Tony Galvan,
Terrence Ross and Hector Solis are proud to display the
beginnings of their Mex-Afro pumpkin. Ernie o'lantern
is ready to play. Claudia Carter and Erika Staiger
proudly stand behind their unit's winning pumpkin.
aker residence hall's annual pumpkin
carving contest brought out the spirit
of competition between units. It also
brought out the spirit of the Halloween
season among residents. Pumpkin carving
seemed to have a timeless attraction, as unit
members joined together to plan for the
most creative jack o'lantern.
Baker Hall's main lobby was packed
with pumpkins and pumpkin carvers. The
room had that familiar smell of "pumpkin
guts" as the scooping and carving began.
Each unit came prepared with special plans,
props and decorations in hopes of capturing
the first place cash prize.
Night ofComedy Challenges
Students to Hold the Smiles
The "We Can Make You Laugh" game show
comedians got Shelia Michael to break into a smile
during her try for $25 cash. The atrium was set up
in a comedy club style so that everyone who attended was
able to have a good view of the show. Jannessa Davis
does her best to keep from laughing in her quest for that
elusive $25 prize. She's on the verge of the grin that does
her in. One of the comedians really "fired up" the
audience when he broke out the fire sticks and
performed all sorts of daring moves.
Even Bert and his over-sized buddy Ernie couldn't
bring a smile to Reece Anderson's face, as he gives it his
best college try. But, as Reece showed us, the $25 in
cash sure made it easy for him to flash those pearly whites!
Cody McLaurine isn't exactly jumping for joy as he tries
to mimic the athletic feats of one of the comedians.
Cedric E vans gives into laughter and gives up 25 bucks.
Student Judges Caroline Manke, Erika Staiger and Nancy
Nee are given their instructions as they prepare to let the
laughing games begin.
he "We Can Make You Laugh" game
show came to the Evanston campus on
Thursday, October 31. A team of three
comedians first treated to audience to a
fabulous show of comedy and juggling.
The mood became more serious (NOT!)
when the call went out for game show
participants. The names of all who attended
were placed in a box. Many hoped for the
chance to win $25 cash! All they had to do
was keep a straight face for three minutes!
This 3-minute feat proved to be im-
possible for all but oneNLU student. Reece
Anderson not only remained stone-faced,
he had the comedians laughing at him.
Soaring Hearts Take Flight
atAnnual Valentine Dance
Audrey Smith, Vivian Bowers, Kim Whitting, Claudia
Carter, Kevin Dorsey and Terrance Ross take a break
from dancing to strut their "sweetheart" stuff for the
camera. Sandy Walizadehe, Julie Huynh and Jen have
that special Valentine's Day something that brings in
the men: Sean, Andy, Peter, Dennis and Chucky.
Christine Jahn and her special Valentine, Brian, "engage"
in a loving pose. Samantha Brooks and Jon Hoffheimer
find time to relax during an evening of dancing.
Cupid has shot one of his arrows at Lauren Hahn as
she gives her guy a big squeeze. Loyola friends Mary
Jo and Sheryl are obviously having a great time with
Helen Bendik as they kick up their heels to a hot tune.
Reece Anderson and his Valentine, Marie, enjoy each
other's company as they share a slow dance. Donna
Castello burns up the dance floor with new friend Luke,
an Alpha Sigma Phi from Loyola. Angie Cappage
and Yasmeena Holland are "in line" for another go 'round
of "The Slide."
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O^^ln Friday evening, February 14, the
4jaei-J Atrium was transformed into a
sweetheart's paradise. Well over 100 stu-
dents, dressed in their V-Day best, danced
to music and music videos provided by
Entertainment Concepts, This was the first
year that a 12ft. x 12ft. music video screen
was part of the dance party, and it was a
definite hit with the crowd.
Lauren Hahn won the annual door prize
of a dinner for two at The 95th in downtown
Chicago. Private limousine service was
also provided to and from the restaurant.
Lauren was thrilled. She said, "I've never
won anything before!"
African-American Student
Groups Celebrate History
A group of Chicago campus students and staff enjoy
special entertainment in celebration of Black History
Month. "Light" Henry Huffplays a special style ofharp
music during Black History Month at the Chicago
campus. Students were given a visual treat, when
African-American artisians brought their wares to
campus. Artisian Julia Fair was one of many vendors
who was happy to display her creations during the month-
long celebration. Dee Alexander performs a song with
accompaniment from harpist Henry Huff in the 5th Floor
lounge ofthe Chicago campus. Terrance Ross, president
of Evanston's The African Decendents In America
(TADIA) Club introduces a group of performers in
Carlson Auditorium. Poet and author Mark Hall had
a table set up on the Chicago campus that enabled him to
share his ethnic poetry and writings with students.
Evanston campus students were treated to a fabulous
dance program that featured cultural dances from
Africa. The Darlene Black-Burn dance troupe was a
part of Chicago's Black History Month celebration.
NT*=
*~lational-Louis is proud to have a
juu_J] student population rich in diversity.
African-American students were especially
active during the month of February— the
month that has been nationally designated
as Black History Month.
Students of all ethnicities were
culturally enriched by the many activities
sponsored by student groups on both the
Evanston and Chicago campuses. They
were treated to colorful and informative
displays, provocative speakers,
magnificent artistry and wonderful
entertainment. A pride in heritage made it a
month of understanding and enjoyment.
.f
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FourthAnnual "Sweet Spell
of Success" Raises $70,000
he fourth annual "Sweet Spell of Success"
celebrity spelling bee pitted business and
education leaders against popular journalists and
professional athletes, but the real winners were
needy students who benefit from the National-
Louis University scholarship fund. The event was
held at Chicago's Hotel Nikko, with retired Chicago
Bear Gary Fencik as master of ceremonies.
Leonard Dominquez, Deputy Mayor of Education for the
city of Chicago finds time to chat with Robert C. Kehm, a
partner in the firm ofArthur Anderson and Co. Channel
7 News Anchor Frank Mathie teams up with NLU Board
of Trustees member Peter Rusin as they check their
spelling. Popular advice columnistAnn Landers andNLU
President Orley Herron work together in the spelling bee.
Evanston Student Program Board Pres. Ginny Newhouse
compares notes with Bears Head Coach Mike Ditka.
Evanston Atrium
ProvidedA Great
Placefor Dancing
Itudents enjoyed many-a-party in the
Atrium. Themes ranged from "Rock the
Ages" to a music video dance party. Whatever
the occasion, a good time was had by all.
Katy Hull and Dave Hoffheimer were regulars on the
dance floor. They especially liked the slow dances.
Audrey Smith and Kalani Koko found campus
parties to be a great way to meet new friends. Steve
Pinex and Donna Chmielewski enjoy getting down
to the great dance music. For the "Rock the Ages"
dance David Knezz shaved his beard in a 60s artiste
design and enjoyed a groovy dance with Jeanne
Kuna. Darcy Eisler and Helen Bendik enjoy a night
of dancing with their men. Sonya Watkins,
Tuesday Warner, Anita Warner and Delia Martin
find campus parties give them time to get together.
Dinner/Dance Celebrates
Chicago Tri-Campus Unity
Sandy Walizdehe and Laura Long enjoy the music of
"The Saxophones" and the harmony of friendship.
Alece Rockier, Davina Berger, Donna Castello, Erika
Staiger, Christine Jahn, Becky Meinke, Nancy Nee and
Diane Lerche take a break between dinner and dancing
for a group photo. Korrie McCarry is uplifted by the
spirit of the evening. Staff members Kevin Wall,
Maria Greenspan, Amy Muehleip and husband Marc,
Mike Kenny, Cheryl Brewster and Mike Bila enjoy the
Mardi Gras celebration.
Davina Berger enjoys the fabulous music and a dance with
John. Kalani Koko and her date, Andy, masquerade
in true Mardi Gras style as they hide behind the table
favors provided by the Tri-Campus Event Committee.
Sue Knapp, Jennifer Lee, Laurie Stanley and Korrie
McCarry toast to a fun-filled evening and the company of
good friends. Jenny Mottola, Kaliko Kauhane,Wendy
Pryor and Shelby Lawrence share their best smiles to
reflect the joyful evening.
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I ardi Gras, NLU's Tri-Campus DinnerDance, was held on Friday, February
28. The event was a celebration of unity, as
nearly 150 Chicago, Lombard and
Evanston students, faculty and staff
gathered at the Drury Lane, Oakbrook
Terrace.
The opening cocktail hour provided an
opportunity to mingle while faculty & staff
members Kevin Wahl, Maria Greenspan
and Amy Muehleip supplied "cocktail
music." After a wonderful dinner, "The
Saxophones," played fabulous dance
music, giving everyone the chance to show
off their fancy footwork and fancy attire.
:.«««
Annual Lip Sync Contest
Still Drawing Huge Crowds
Kelly O'Regan lip syncs her way to 2nd place with a hard
rock performance that featured a live snake. Staffers
Rolanda Burris& Cheryl Brewster wait to hear about
fellow staffer Maria Greenspan's special ring in their
version of ' 'The Leader of the Pack. ' ' Hector Solis and
Kim Deets reminisce about "Summer Lovin'." Molly
O'Hara, Maria Lopez and Karen Fancel lip sync back-up
for Kim Deets as she swoons over her summer romance.
The Student Programming Board got the crowd out of
their seats when they lip synced "Let's Talk About Sex."
Faculty and staffjudges Bif Fieldman, George Gonsalvez
and Forrest Inslee are amazed by rocker Kelly O'Regan
.
Erika Staiger and Nancy Nee remember when rock was
young as they lip sync Elton John's "Crocodile Rock."
Resident Assistant Korrie McCarry tells Hall Director
Jason Erb to "Stop in the Name of Love" as his character
takes care of business with yet another lover, played by
Resident Assistant Cindy Wolski. Adriene Strickland,
a friend of an NLU student, managed to find her way into
the lip sync spotlight to perform a song by Mariah Carey.
||IO|||he annual lip sync contest continued to
ISaljbe one of the biggest events of the year.
Thirteen acts put their lips to the test in an
effort to capture the $100 first place prize.
The atrium was packed with people
eager to cheer for their favorite "stars."
Performances ranged from songs by Mariah
Carey and Karen White to old favorites by
the Supremes and Elton John. Songs from
the musicals Grease and The Wizard of Oz,
and a medley ofTV tunes were also staged.
Kevin Dorsey captured first place, Kelly
O'Regan won the $50 second place prize,
and Laura Michel & Tammy Goldman took
third place and $25.
Picnicking and Partying
With Family and Friends
Grey skies didn't keep Erika Staiger, Caren Herbin, Jen
Marriott, President Herron, Maria Greenspan, Chris
Scarbeck, Larry Lasko and Mrs. Castello from enjoying a
good ol' fashioned BBQ. Cindy Woiski and Barb Lowth
doing the bench dance again! Laurie, Carrie, Jen, Nancy,
Michelle, Donna, Katy, Helen, Chris, Caroline, Caren and
Barb sing "That's What Friends are For" during
Karaoke night. Erika Staiger, Michelle Kamenear, Janell
Sanders, Laura Michels, Jennifer Capitani and Jennifer
Marriott became The Brady Kids during their musical
number in the annual variety show. Chris Ptack showed
us all that he could be both a fool and a juggler during his
performance with Lester. Laurie Stanley, Cindy Woiski
and Ravi Shankar were all members of the "Pat
persuasion" in the Residence Hall Staffs variety show
skit. Evanston Campus Dean Larry Lasko is Goldilocks
(and the 3 bears) during his V-show act. Everyone
enjoyed the picnic fare during the final event of Family
Weekend. Andy Andrews needs a lot of support as he
tries to get around on a "baby" bicycle.
|»"ft||| veryone who joined in on the Family
Weekend festivities had a great time!
The weekend opened with the traditional
Champagne Kick-off honoring the seniors.
The entire crowd was then entertained by
physical comedian Lester. Lester got many
members of the audience involved in
juggling, balloon-tying and stage vignets.
The audience never stopped laughing. The
evening finished up with a dance.
Saturday's schedule included a waffle
bar brunch, the annual Variety Show, and
the awards banquet. Saturday was topped
off with a Karaoke night and dance party.
Sunday offered a BBQ as the final event.
Families Made Weekend Of
Festivities Worth the Effort
Alece Rockier and her family enjoy the food and fun only
found at the BBQ picnic. Donna Castello and dad share
lots of laughs together during the opening night comedy
act. The Awards Banquet holds a greater meaning when
a student can share the event with those closest to her.
Helen Bendik enjoys the Awards Banquet with her honey,
Ken, and her mom. Dawn Debruhl is happy to be
attending the Awards Banquet with her very own fan club
there to applaud her. She sits with her mom, brother and
boyfriend. The family of "Angel in the Night" poses for
picture backstage during their Family Weekend
performance. Clockwise from top: Jeoffrey Rose, Erika
Staiger, Michelle Kamenear, Mandy Reiff and Jessica
Middlebrook. Janell Sanders stops with Mom and
Grandma to smile for the camera. Chris Jahn is part of
a great family portrait. Mom and Dad are seated, and
fiance Brian stands next to her. Katy Hull is all smiles
as she enjoys the banquet with her mom and grandpa.
Tammy Fischer is proud to have her mom, dad and two
sisters joining her for a great weekend of activities.
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he Family Weekend Comittee chose
the theme "Imagine" for this year's
weekend. The committee, made up of
Evanston Campus students and staff,
wanted to reach and entice as many families
as possible to join in the festivities.
"Imagine" allowed for a broad approach to
creative activities, promotions and
decorations. With a little imagination,
anything was possible.
"Family" was obviously the focus of the
annual weekend event, and the campus was
filled with the hum of families joining
together to celebrate being part of the
National-Louis family.
Awards Banquet Recognizes
Outstanding Student Skills
Winners of the Student Senate Sutherland Award: (From
L to R): Row 1 - Erika Staiger, Davina Berger, Caren
Herbin. Row 2 - Terrance Ross, Caroline Manke, Chris
Jahn, Andy Andrews (not pictured - Grace Hwang).
Barbara Ferguson shares a big smile after winning the Eva
Grace Long scholarship. Student Affairs Medals went to
(From L toR): Row 1 - Dolores Raya, Caren Herbin, Helen
Bendik. Row 2 - Angelense Jones, Terrance Ross, Davina
Berger, Alece Rockier (not pictured - Donna Castello).
Vice President for Student Affairs Carolyn Bair presents
the NAIA District 20 Player of the Year Award to softball
player Laurie Stanley. May Court Seniors are Laurie
Stanley, Cindy Wolski, Andy Andrews, Katy Hull,
Caroline Manke, Jodie Reeser, Barb Lowth (not pictured
- Sonya Watkins). Counselor Rolanda Burris received
the Student Senate K. Richard Johnson Award. Volleyball
team award winners with Coach Sue Gasperec: Donna
Castello, Katy Hull, Tammy Fischer, Jamesetta
Holloway, Dawn Debruhl. Scholarship winners
Jamesetta Holloway, Rachel Crouch and Ericka Staiger.
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Ulb«!^d«tfAgiU3LK£cipfco»» : Scholarships: Yadlra F.ncina. R
Mcinke. Samuel Johnson Award: Olayinka Kaluga.
Humanitarian Award: Dolores Raja and Angeknst Jones. Faculty/Sui}
Rootiesvfthe Year: Cheryl Brewsterand MikeBilu. Drtuiia Awards: Chris
Krawczyk, I .aura Michel. Michelle Kamenear. Who's Who Among
Students... :kim Maniar, Nancy Babel. Helen Bendlk, Dorothy Burton,
Martha CaslUas, Rebekuh Catlelt. David Decker, Arnold DoeJ.
Darcj Eider. Esmarie Elliott, Rachel Gonzalez, Sandra Gorskey,
Carolyn Grantham, Nina Henry, t ami Herbin, David Knew.. Barb
Lowth. Despina Massouras, Caroline Manke, Korrie McCarry, 1 aura
Michel, Mary Pate. Chris Itai k. Jodie Reeser, Chr
Schweikhofer, Susiin Schul/e, Laurie Stanley, Delia Venziano, i
Wutkins, Lisa Weinstein. Deborah White, Cindy Wolski.
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PACE Students Remember
Good Times atAnnual Tea
Linda Hanson spends some time talking to friends and
students during the annual PACE year-end Tea and
reception. Students, staff and special guests enjoyed a
fabulous spread of homemade goodies before the special
ceremony. Diane, Nicholas Fabke, Ira Mitchell, Kari
Kastkee and Samantha Brooks wait for their moments at
the microphone, while Natalie Curtis places her "flower"
in the "garden." Brad Arling, Alyssa Rosen, Shelby
Lawrence, Jenny Mottola, Megan Carnes and "Jon-boy"
line up to share what they liked most about their PACE
working experience. Brian Hoffsted and Jenny
Donovan enjoy the opportunity to talk with friends and
teachers at the annual Tea held in the Atrium. Jane
Doyle looks over her notes as she prepares to introduce
program participants. Wendy Pryor thinks about her
chance to tell the audience about the great experiences
she's had. Everyone connected with thePACE Program
enjoys the year-end celebration. Wendy Pryor and
Eileen Landon exchange memories of the year's events
while sampling the delicious food.
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he Atrium provided a wonderful set-
ting for the Professional Assistance
Center for Education's (PACE) annual
spring Tea. There was a positive charge in
the atmosphere, a beautiful spread of food
on the table, a lot of smiling faces and a
sense of pride in jobs well done.
The highlight of the afternoon was
hearing about job experiences from each of
the PACE students. All carried flowers
with their most memorable moments
written on them. They each shared those
moments and proceded to "plant" the
flowers in a "garden." A mutual admiration
between students and teachers was evident.
America 's Favorite Pastime
BringsNLUto the Ballparks
Julietta Alvarez enjoys her day at the Sox game and isn't
shy in front of the camera either! Ricardo Marroquin
proudly displays the Chicago White Sox cap of old as he
cheers on the good guys in black. Faculty, staff, students
and friends enjoyed the game despite the very chilly
temperatures. Evanston and Field students make
their way from campus to the Linden El Station for a ride
to Wrigley Field. Audrey Smith, Terrance Ross, Rose
Marie Sims and Tammy Fischer ride the rails with smiles.
The Comiskey Park score board was a fabulous sight to
see as it towered above everyone in the ballpark! The
crowd from National-Louis had some great seats just
behind right field. They were even better when the sun
managed to peek through the clouds. The new
Comiskey Park not only had a big score board and screen
to introduce each player at bat, but additional signs also
helped rev up the crowd. Wrigley Field had its usual
warm and homey feel, it's just too bad the weather didn't
offer its own warmth. NLU fans did their best to find
warmth in each others smiles.
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aseball in the Windy City makes as
much of a statement about Chicago as
its skyline. Though the rivalry of the
Northsiders and the Southsiders continues,
many NLU staff and students went to see
both the Cubs and White Sox play.
An unusually cold Spring made many
feel as if they should have been at a Bears
game. Game-goers sat in Wrigley Field at
the end of April and went to Comiskey Park
at the end of May. Neither date provided an
opportunity for a fabulous tan, but good
food helped. Cubs fans had a tailgate party
on Baker Field, and Sox fans were treated to
an all-u-can-eat/drink lunch at the park.
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Candle & Rose Celebrates
Seniors^Legacies,Memories
Liberal Arts Seniors Chris Ptack and Caroline Manke
share their thoughts about their years at NLU. Laurie
Stanley and Cindy Wolski take the seniors down Memory
Lane with a special slide show that highlighted many
moments to remember over the past four years. Senior
Class President Andy Andrews is happy to haveMom and
sisters here for the evening. Jen Lee, Ava Reynolds and
Amy Stahl toast to friendship and their final days at
National. Education Seniors Caren Herbin and Barb
Lowth go through their over-sized thank-you list as they
look back over their four years here. Allied Health
Senior Speaker Beth Znaniecki shares a friendly hug with
her Candle and Rose partner Nancy Nee. Human
Services Senior Jodie Reeser has many fond memories and
accolades to share about her experiences at NLU. Erika
Staigerpassed the Student Body President gavel to herself
and looks forward to a second year in office. Thirty
seniors participated in the ceremony. Medical
Technology Senior Speaker Sonya Watkins and her
partner Vivian Bowers are ready to pass the candle & rose.
Ihirty seniors invited 30 underclass-
men to join them in the ceremonial
passing of the candle and the rose. In the
ceremony, each senior passes a candle to an
underclassman as a symbol of the lamp of
learning and as a way to ask them to
continue the traditions at NLU. Each
underclassman then hands a senior a rose as
a symbol of his/her growth and blossoming
during their time at National.
The Evanston ceremony was held on
Friday, June 12, and featured a Memory
Lane slide show, words of remembrances
and wisdom from seniors in each program,
and the Senior Class President Farewell.
Education Club Sponsors
Rose and Candle Ceremony
M -nut
Rene Williams passes on the lamp of learning to Regina
Field as they exchange warm smiles of friendship.
Secretary for the 1992-93 Education Club, Marie Johnson,
officiates over the Rose and Candle Ceremony. Annette
Cueves happily accepts a rose from Milagros Vazzana.
Lisa Jackson and Sandra Boyer exchange a rose and a
candle in a symbolic gesture of growth and learning.
Janice Robinson recieves a candle, and the responsibility
to keep its light burning at National, from Helen Gilmore.
Linda Thomas and Linda Killigsworth enjoy being part
of the passing of the rose and candle. Katie Wash gets a
big, keep-the-fire-burning hug from Carolyn Smith.
Education Club President Jannette Hardman accepts a
rose from David Kreger and passes him a candle. Kathy
Radice, of the Early Childhood Education Program,
shares a few words ofwisdom with the participants. After
accepting her rose, Kim Alamar passes her candle to
Education Club VP Nicole Mallette. Cora Suddoth
passes her candle to Sharon Linson before giving her
Senior Class Farewell speech.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii illinium
ESfflhe Education Club sponsored its Third
IHIll Annual Rose and Candle Ceremony at
the Chicago Campus on Friday, June 5 . The
evening began with an introduction by the
club president, Jannette Hardman. Students
then heard from Kathy Radice, of the Early
Childhood Education program and NLU
alumna Mona Johnson.
Once the exchanges of roses and
candles was completed, seniors Rachel
Gonzalez and Cora Suddoth shared their
memories of National in their Senior
Farewells. Past Education Club officers
were then recognized, and Pat Hulsebosch,
of the Elem. Ed. Program, closed the event.
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Volleyball Team Establishes New School Records
ifh an impressive 37-10 record,
the women's volleyball team
set a new school record for victories
in a season as well as a record for
most consecutive victories ~ 16.
The Eagles earned NLU's first-ever
District 20 crown with a 5-game
upset over nationally-ranked and
top-seeded College of St. Francis.
The team was defeated in Bi-
District play by Northwestern
College (IA), falling one victory
short of a trip to the NAIA Nationals
Head Coach Sue Gasparec was
named District 20 Coach ofthe Year
and Chicagoland Collegiate
Athletic Conference (CCAC)
Coach of the Year. Coach Gasparec
also posted her 100th NLU victory
when the Eagles defeated Sagamon
State on November 13. Four players
were named to the All-District and
All-Conference teams: Seniors
Katy Hull and Dawn DeBruhl,
sophomore Jamesetta Holloway
and freshman Wendy Escarcega.
Tammy Fischer bumps the ball into
position for a great set and slam.
Jamesetta Holloway attacks the ball at the net in an effort
to score another point for the Eagles.
Eagle Volleyball District 20 Champions (From L to R): Front Row - Karen Francel, Wendy Escarcega,
Jamesetta Holloway, Jennifer Shapiro, Donna Castello. Back Row - Anita Raymond, Annessa Jost, Julie
Satkiewicz, Katy Hull, Dawn DeBruhl, Tammy Fischer, Head Coach Sue Gasparec.
Katy Hull goes down low to get the
volleyball up into position for a
teammate to set for a point.
New School Records
TEAM
Most Victories in a Season: 37
Most Kills in a Season: 1, 897
Most Serving Aces in a Season: 352
Most Digs in a Season: 2,334
Most Consecutive Victories in a Season: 16
INDIVIDUAL
Katy Hull: Most Kills in a Season - 489
Julie Satkiewicz: Most Kills, Career - 831
Most Serving Aces in a Match - 7
Most Serving Aces in a Season - 89
Most Serving Aces, Career - 230
Most Digs in a Career - 953
Wendy Escarcega:Most Digs, Season - 509
Overall Record; 37 - 10
CCAC Record: 6 -
1
Dawn DeBruhl goes up to the
net for another slam into the
opponent's side of the court.
IT
Conference Champsfor Fifth Time in Six Years
he men's soccer team came out
U victorious in its quest for the
Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic
Conference (CCAC) championship
title. In a close game with rival
Rosary College, the Eagles
wrapped up the conference season
with an exciting 1-0 win. This
victory not only helped them clinch
the CCAC title, but it capped off an
undefeated conference season.
Among the many individual
recognitions received, senior Juan
Rodriguez became the first NLU
soccer player to be selected to
participate in the prestigious senior
soccer bowl. The all-star game
featured top seniors chosen from
among the 247 NAIA institutions.
Soccer coaches from across the
country participated in the selection
process. Rodriguez was a defender
on the West team.
Third-year player Jorge Medrano runs
onto the field after putting the ball into
play.
Wilson Cisneros and Coach Manny Tovar keep track of I
game statistics and make notes for future practice
sessions. (Below) Jorge Garcia watches the game as he
gets ready to take the field.
Varsity team & conference champs (From L to R): Front Row - Hidilberto Trejo, Jose
The Eagles varsity soccer team Boltorquez, Guillermo Vidaurre, Ventura Aguilar, Jorge Garcia, Guillermo Espejo,
lines up on the field as it pre- Jorge Bahena, Edwin Bohorquez. Back Row - Robert Baczewski, Ricardo Alcala, Juan
pares to begin another game. Rodriguez, Ernest Cadet, Paul Nano, Razouk Merza, Zeid Shara, Frank Velazquez.
Team Awards and Stats
All-Conference Team:
Jose W. Bahorquez -
CCAC Player ofthe Year
Guillermo Espejo
Razouk Merza
Juan Rodriguez
Frank Velazquez
All-District Team:
Jose W. Bohorquez
Guillermo Espejo
Zeid Shara
Frank Velazquez
Ail-American Team: -
Guillermo Espejo
Overall Record: 11-6-5
CCAC Record; 6-0
Junior Varsity team (From L to R): Front Row - Florencio Garcia, Juan
Garcia, Horacio Zavala, Pablo Ochoa, Orhan Senger, Ricardo Ramirez,
Guillermo Vidaurre, Omar Youhanna, Jorge Villasenor. Back Row -
Coach Manny Tovar, William Navas, Jose Bahena, Wilson Cisneros,
Jose Flores, Paul Nano, Jesus Garcia.
iters 1
Head Coach
Victor
Stanculescu
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irst-year Head Coach Wendy
Chisholm spends her first
season building team skills. In an
awards presentation at the end of the
year Coach Chisholm commented
on each of her team member's
strengths both on and off the court.
She spoke of a team spirit that will
carry them into next year's season.
The Eagles played the final game
of the season on February 25. NLU
fell to host College of St. Francis by
a score of 63-5 1 . The squad posted
a 6-2 1 overall record, while going 2-
8 in conference play.
Two women were named to the
NAIA All-District 20 Team: Junior
guard Angela Coppage, who is a
second-year nominee, and junior
center Jannessa Davis. Davis was
fifth in the nation in rebounding,
with a 12.95 per game average.
Shantel Shelby does her best to block an
opponent's shot at the basket.
Women's Head Basketball Coach Wendy Chisholm talks
strategy in her timeout instruction.
Eagles Women's Basketball Team (From L to R): Front Row - Dinah Simpson, Minika Scott, Maria
Lopez, Angie Thompson. Back Row - Asst. Coach Greg Chisholm, Jannessa Davis, Shantel Shelby,
Tammy Doby, Angela Coppage, Kyla Murphy, Head Coach Wendy Chisholm.
Dinah Simpson takes the ball and makes
a break for the Eagle half of the court in
a thrilling overtime game against Trinity
Team Awards and Stats
[AIA Ail-District
Angela Coppage
Jannessa Davis
All-Conference Team:
Jannessa Davis
Hustle Award: Minika Scott
Most Valuable Player: Jannessa Davis
Most Improved Player: Tamala Doby
Coach's Award: Jannessa Davis
V/sS/ Overall Record: 6-^£/
CCAC Record: 2 - 8
Minika Scott keeps her
opponent from getting a pass to
a teammate under the net.
agles Softball saw a winning
season culminate in an abun-
dance of individual awards for the
women athletes. The Eagles
finished the year with a record of 30
wins and 17 losses.
The team was top-seeded
entering into the NAIA District 20
Tournament. But the Eagles lost
the championship game to rival and
second seed St. Francis in the final
game of the six-team double-
elimination district tourney.
Local and National honors were
in line for several players as well as
for Head Coach Myra Minuskin,
who received the District 20
Softball Coach of the Year Award.
Notable player recognitions
included a second-year selection to
the NAIA All-America Scholar-
Athlete Team for senior Laurie
Stanley. Senior Karey Jones was
also selected for this very
prestigious honor. Both young
women were Elem Ed majors.
Junior pitcher Christa Barkdoll gets
into her windup to put another fast one
over the plate.
Team slugger Joan Russo, who lead the Eagles with a .404
batting average, completes one ofthe seven triples she had
on the year with a picture-perfect slide.
Eagles Women's Softball Team (From L to R): Front Row - Kerri Beeman, Jill Ziarnik, Tracy Leyden,
Nicole Boldog. BackRow - Karey Jones, Jen Leahy, Michele Arrigo, Christa Barkdoll, Lisa Weber, Joan
Russo, Laurie Stanley, Lori Dresser, Head Coach Myra Minuskin.
Senior Laurie Stanley clinches her teeth
and puts everything she has into her
swing, but somehow the ball still
manages to get past her.
NAIA Ail-American:
Laurie Stanley (1st team)
Joan Russo (2nd team)
NAIA All-American Scholar-Athletes:
Laurie Stanley & Karey Jones
N AIA All-District 20 Team:
Laurie Stanley ( Player of the Year),
Joan Russo, Christa Barkdoll
All-Conference Team:
Tracy Leyden (Player of the Year),
Laurie Stanley, Christa Barkdoll,
Karey Jones, Jill Ziarnik
Hustle Award & Coach's Award:
Tracy Leyden
Most Valuable Player: Laurie Stanley
Most Improved Player: Jill Ziarnik
Gold Glove Award: Karey Jones
Overall Record:30-17 CCAC
Record:6-2
Kerri Beeman settles into her
stance as she waits to hit the next
pitch out of the park.
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Student Senators rehearse for their skit in the annual Variety Show.
They had a great time doing a parody of the popular TV show
"Beverly Hills 90210." Their version? "National-Louis 60201."
Senator-at-Large Chris Ptack
has a friendly kiss for Student
Body President Erika Staiger.
Baker Residence Hall Senator
Molly O'Hara waits in line, with
a smile, to register for Spring
Quarter classes.
Itudent Senate worked hard to represent the needs of
Evanston students. Some key focus areas were "honors"
recognition printed on the diploma, communication through a
senate newsletter, and coordination of a variety of activities.
Senate members (From L toR): Davina Berger, Andy Andrews, Erika
Staiger, Caroline Manke, Chris Jahn, Terrance Ross, Grace Hwang,
Chris Ptack, Nancy Nee, Kevin Dorsey. (Not pictured): Ginny
Newhouse and Molly O'Hara.
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Student Programming Board
Keeps Evanston Students Busy
Programming Board member
Rosa Mae Sims makes sure all
the snacks are available during
the Valentine's Day dance.
Family Weekend Committee got a lot of support from Programming
Board members who participated in the planning. Dolores Raya,
Angelense Jones & Rose Marie Sims sing "Imagine" for the V-show.
he Programming Board sponsored a wide variety of
activities throughout the year. Besides many dances,
the members organized pumpkin carving, "Fun Flicks,"
comedy nights, an egg hunt, and midnight ice skating.
Clowning around as they take a break from their many graceful
moments on the ice at the Skatium in Skokie are: Susan Tabern, Rob
Glasberg, Susan Hirsh and Alece Rockier.
Student Programming Board
President Ginny Newhouse
carves a pumkin for Halloween.
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Small But Mighty Yearbook
StaffMakes Copy a Priority
Once the theme of the book was decided upon, they tackled the task
of creating headlines and copy for the opening section. The board
was filled with possibilities...They were on "the right track."
Seasoned staff member Darcy
Eisler was happy to volunteer
her time to help put together a
good book for her senior year.
Advisor Cheryl Brewster sits, in
what became her daily perch,
and types at "the Mac."
n her third year on staff, second as editor-in-chief, Helen
Bendik was determined to make this book a great
momento for any NLU student who wanted a keepsake oftheir
1991-92 year at National. Literally hundreds of volunteer
hours went into the production of the book. Being a senior,
Helen felt working on this book was well worth the effort.
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During the Halloween season,
Evanston students were treated Many students, like Molly O'Hara (at right), waited in line to have
to a creepy movie day in their future examined by Numerologist Patrice, during Commuter
Goodman Lounge. Association's Halloween activities.
ice cream social, a comedy movie day and an end-of-the-year commuter Assoc. President
commuter buffet. Their goal was to offer afternoon functions Davina Berger enjoys spending
that commuter students would be more able to participate in. time with friends in the Atrium.
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Student Clubs Provide More
Opportunities to Meet People
Chicago Campus Accounting Club members Martha Casillas and
Mike Avravomich and advisor Dr. Lourdes Vanasco enjoy the chance
to network with other students interested in accounting issues.
||H"jl||vanston Campus Good
lllolll Earth Society had a
very active Fall Quarter. In
addition to selling the
reusable insulated mugs,
they also produced a
newsletter and brought a
speaker to campus from the
111. Dept. of Conservation.
Above, Society President
Heather Caldwell talks with
the Dept.'s representative.
he Living Cultures
Club established
itself on the Evanston
campus in the Spring
Quarter. Their first activity
was designing and painting
a mural on the main floor
lounge in Baker Hall.
Members are (From L to R):
Tony Gaivan, Julie Huyhn,
Erica Christianson, Dolores
Raya. Back row: Rosa Mae
Sims, Advisor Jason Erb, Rose
Marie Sims. (Not pictured):
Hector Solis.
Sigma Gamma Rho, Sorority Inc. had a year full of activities. They
sponsored several parties, a "Sigma Week" and a Health Forum on
nutrition. They also participated in their National's regional
conference held in Cleveland, Ohio. Members are (From L to R):
Seated: Renee Higgins and Amy Stahl. Standing: Karen Buford,
Claudia Carter, Jaunita Williams, Shanta Payton.
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Drama Club Members and
Theatre Students Entertain
In the production of "The
Children's Hour," Michelle
Kamenear, as Mary Tilford,
tells her mother, played by
Barbara Elam, the lie that ruins
the lives of her two teachers
(Clockwisefrom left): Jon Cobb, Celeste Bazan, Chris Krawaczyk and
Deborah White bring to life a scene ofactors in theirown little worlds
during the production of the one-act play, "Action."
ne of this year's more prominent productions was
"Embroidered Yarns." The cast performed as a touring
company during the entire Winter Quarter, playing to many
elementary and middle school audiences in Illinois and
Wisconson. Above: Margaret Schultz, Erika Staiger and Michelle
Kamenear explain the yarn-tellin' truths to Jeoffrey Rose.
In "The Children's Hour"
Michelle Kamenear, as Mary,
forces Rosalie, played by
Mandy Reiff, to be her "vassal"
by doing and saying whatever
she tells her.
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Evanston 56
From left to right:
Seated: Priscilla
Triplett, Ruth
Desrosiers, BaiMnoTx
Fisher, Vicki Eckhart,
Standing: Natalie
Manheck (Academic
Coordinator). Sandy
Stanley Kain, Marcey
Friedman, Jennifer
Santo, Mohammad
Evanston 57
From left to right:
Seated: Jaroslaw Zemela,
Frank Jefferies (Instructor),
Linda Shaw, Alice Grant,
Joseph Kellenyi. Standing;
Aveshah Williamson,
Raymond Rzaca, Charles
Swiger, Michael Pascolla.
Lee Mueller, Brian Fecteau,
Dave Guzzardo, Nicholas
Kaup.
Evanston 51
From left to right:
Margot B. Weinstein
Kelvin Parks
Shandra Findley
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Urban 53
From left to right:
Seated: Dennis Kmiec
(Instructor), Ed Lekan,
John Wallace, Luis
Vargas. Standing:
Lenora Weils,
Veronica Pozo,
Tammy Tvvorek,
Tonya Keiley, Danna
Giidart, Denise Hope,
Georgia Skoulikas,
Urban 60
From left to right:
Wendy Wilson, Dave Welk,
Cecelia Cox, Karen Wilson,
Arttiee Hill, Pamela Handle,
Bruce Clayton, Sherry
Smith, Wendy Weaver,
Mike Yuen, Dottress Loury,
Gena Clay, Jarvis McKee,
Robin Reich, Larry Luckett
Not pictured: Oaudia
Pedroz, Ellen Farley, Meg
Herman (Instructor).
vanston 55
From left to right:
Seated: Carolyn Harris, Mary
Kot Almieda. Standing: Toni
Galbreath, Shirley Leslie, Gail
Nuttall, Pam Amatore,
Jennifer Evans, Pam Rose,
Barrie Mark, Sue Humm,
Row 1 : Barb Thomas, LaJi
Singlv0$^bstrander, Eflp^
,/pora^Cinzie Coffey,
Charlotte Fletcher. Geneva
Harbin, Susan DeVillez
(Instructor). Row 2: Jamey
Stanley-Pennant, WiliytaaCxO
Morgan, Robert Skeels,
Jerry Moultry. Edward
Hayes, Kim War<feR£^^
Anthony Moore, Row 3:
Larry Ritchie. Douglas
Edgar, Richard Jankovsky.
Lombard 97
From left to right:
Row 1: Todd Year), Tom Hehring.
Pete McDermott, Rick Krzysko.
Row 2: Donna Cline, Diana
Thompson, Lee Woods, Sherry]
Florko. Cindy Scarlett (Instructor).
Row 3: Lou Berardi, Sandra
Palmer, Lisa Koyne, Barbara Frese.
Laurie Harrington, Judy Sleezer,
Sandra Polz, Rase klauba. Row 4:
Mike Falcok. Mike Foster, Karen
Rosner, Herman Hunter, Lloyd
Johnson. Not pictured: JefTEntler,
Glenn Moede.
From left to right:
Front row: Mike Kascak,
David Mclntyre, Pamela
Hagen, Marge Quimet, Robert
VanCraenenbroeck, Jackie
Millay, Chuck Bohl. Back
row: Ken Schultz, Jose
Serrano, Renee Riedelsperger,
Rebbcca Salomon, Peter
Milovic, Dianne Warren, Amy
Jim Shapley.
Lombard 98
From left to right:
Seated: Emma Mehta,
Ellis Butler, Jim Hudyma,
Mike MeDonoghue,
GeraJyn Mesik, Ramona
Brown. Standing: Jill
Bjorkquist, Joe Ginski,
Joan Hill, Ed Weiss,
Dorothy Pitts, Mike
Machnik, Mary Martin,
Jim Benson, Debbie
Winscott.
Lombard 95
From left to right:
Front row: Cheryl
Bland Winbush, Joyce
R. O'Connor, Laura
Bad illo.Back row:
Rodney Foertsch,
Evelyn Harvey,
Kathleen McNally,
Christine A.
Jankauskas, Bridgetle
Davis-Sokol, Eorna
Norrell.
Lombard 100
From left to right:
Seated: Sharon Weinstein.
Standing: Paul Oliver,
Margaret Baumann. Dawn
Malapanes, Greg Peters,
Kevin Groce, Juanna
Murphy, Cheryl Kolb, Karen
Rich, Susanne Jones, Mark
Weimer.
From left to right:
Nciitcd * htii"y 1
Dawson, GwenjB^
Leschke, Ray Sabin,
Cathy Skinner, Jane
Carter. Standing: Ken
Zabielski, Eric
Kirkland, Mark Ewen,
Chuck Reed, Dennis
Eakright, Jon Robeson.
Southwest 18
From left to right:
Seated: Daniel Parrilli. Drew
Senesae, Thomas A. Thurston,
David J, Gihnore. Standing; Jim
Dzialowy, Katherine A. Woods,
Jean Cortez, Gary L. Ahrens, Jo
Ann Kozlowski, Robinette Coilino
Velma Johnson, Rettinna A.
Anderson, Joe Terrell, Kathleen
Hohn. Teresa M. Martin, Donna
ft
Northwest 40
From left to right:
Mow 1 : Dana Garman, Margaret
Brown, Linda Cortese, Paula
Robinson, Bobbie Mitchell,
Valerie Peters. Row 2: Katie
O'Shea, Carolyn Saindon, Mary
Lou Potilos. Terrie Rudy, Leonard
Grodoski, Linda Romano, Brent
Hunter, Shelly Lloyd (Instructor).
Row 3: Alan Nelson, Duane
Altoff, Fitzgerald Anderson,
Jeffrey Hedquist. Not pictured:
Lombard 89
From left to right:
Seated: Debbi Sippel,
Kathy Anathan, Pat
Johnson, Ann Crilly.
Standing: Tod Isaacson,
Mike Cobb, Wayne
Gertz, Sally Bala, Jim
Toman, Georgia
Milosevic, Craig
Mealman, Terry
Morton.
Lombard 44
From left to right:
Seated: Mary Ellen Hall,
Sheila HHI, Lynn
Behrens, Pamela
Bodzioch. Standing:
Gary Ritter, Kenneth
Griffith, Shirley Neitzel,
Tony Loret DeMola, Dan
Lough, Paula Serratore,
Katherine Howard,
Bonnie Picha, Dona
Hess, Larry Reich
(Instructor). Not
Dictured: T(
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Lake County 25
From left to right:
Kneeling: Bonnie Wcnrich, Kathy
Gonekar, Carol Schultz, Tina
Castellanet, Carmen Cochrane,
Keren Knrowski. Standing: David
KuefTner, Chet Splitt, Gust
Gustafson, Sherry Hagan, Hope
logen, Jane Seniplc, Cranston
Bryd, I ran Lesza, Cindy Daley,
Gunter Haag, Coleen MeKnight,
Kate Pyles. Not pictured: Kenneth
Dobbie , Arlene Jones,


Baker Hall Resident Assistants Discover the Spirit
of Teamwork As They Meet the Needs of Students
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Hall Director Jason Erb, with RAs Korrie McCarry, Caren Herbin and
Laurie Stanley got loads of laughs during the Family Weekend Variety
Show. It was quite a scene as androgynous "Pat" checked into Baker Hall.
Laurie Stanley "Stosh" and Cindy
Wolski helped plan and also
participated in many resident activites
such as Midnight Bowling.
During RA training the staff tries to
untangle themselves from a human knot.
As they discovered, cooperation was the
key to "freedom."
This year's staff of eight was all
women, and all but one were seniors.
They were responsible for general
student life in Baker Residence Hall.
Under their student leadership, and
in cooperation with Baker Hall
Council, many successful hall events
were carried out.
Cindy & Caren try their best to stand
up while back-to-back. Jason Erb is
tested for balance and skill.
The RA stafftakes a break from training
to smile for the camera. Fromfront (L to
R): Caren Herbin, Barb Lowth, Grace
Hwang,Cindy Wolski, Jodie Reeser, Sue
Knapp, Laurie Stanley, Korrie
McCarry and JenniferKoransky.
Korrie McCarry cries tears of joy (?)
after trying on the new skirt she got as a
holiday gift from Jason Erb. It came
wrapped in a plastic designer Jewel bag.
Laurie and Sue have found a hidden team talent. They are the first pair to rise
to a standing position while back-to-back with their elbows locked. It as not as
easy to do as they made it look, and they didn't even win a prize.
First Floor North and SouthUnits Had the Unique
Chance to Share One RA and a Co-edAtmosphere
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ONENORTH (From L TOR): Row 1 - Jesse Green, Bradley Arling, Yinka
Fatuga, Terrance Ross. Row 2 - Daryl Gardner, A.J. Johnson, Hector Solis,
Cindy Wolski. Row 3 - Ronnie Spencer, James Gardner, Cedric Evans,
Cody McLaurine, Justin McGrath, Kouichi Hoshino.
Hector Solis greases up his hands with
shoe polish as he gets ready to add more
"color" to his unit's entry in the Baker
pumpkin carving contest.
Sharp shooter Tony Galvan carefully
aligns his cue stick behind the cue ball
before he hits the "13" ball in the
corner pocket.
With a calculator to his left and a bag
of munchies to his right, Jesse Green
readies himself to takle another
tough math problem. No...there is no
problem too tough for Jesse.
Ned Pyle looks thrilled to death
about the task that is set before him.
Reading textbooks and class notes is
a past-time we all enjoyed.
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Kouichi Hoshino, Aied Alshara, Mariko
Aoki and Nurio Furukawa are always
happy to head over to the Atrium for a
Student Senate party. Dancing and
laughing with friends makes the night.
Luvelle Cummings III arranges his
papers as he prepares to study for the
next round of exams. Study tables on
the first floor offer students a lot ofspace
to spread out their stuff.
First floor residents Lisa Weinstein, Brad Arling and Caroline Manke kick
back with a cold Sharps non-alcoholic beer during NLU's National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week Mocktail Party in the Atrium.
"Two North" and "Two South" Women Find Fun
and Friendship During a Year ofInvolvement
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TWONORTH (fromLtoR): Row 1 -Donna Chmielewski, Sandy Walizadehe,
Helen Bendik, Julie Huynh. Row 2 - Maria Aiello, Kim Adams, Grace Hwang,
Mariko Aoki, Yadira Encina, Julie Albert, Lanh Vo. Row 3 - Darcy Eisler,
Tammy Fischer, Janell Sanders, Chris Jahn, Caren Herbin, Nancy Nee.
Grace Hwang enjoys a moment of
relaxation with her honey, Marc
Ecklund, during one of Baker's dance
parties held in the main lobby/lounge
area.
Delia Martin makes herself comfortable
at one of the tables in the 2nd floor
lounges as she settles in to study for that
next exam.
The women on Baker's 2nd floor have
spent the year taking part in all kinds of
activities at National-Louis. Some of
them were Student Senators and
several were on the Student
Programming Board. 2nd floor also
had many athletes, Family Weekend
Committee members and yearbook
staff members.
Sandy Walizadehe relaxes in the
comfort of her own room. Donna
Castello sits at her desk and gets her
Mac ready to type up another paper.
TWO SOUTH (from L to R): Row 1 -
Kayla Hogan, Kalani Koko, Yasmeena
Holland, Tera McCormick. Row 2 - Angie
Thompson, Rose Marie Sims, Anglense
Jones, Erica Christianson. Row 3 - Tracy
Profice, Jamesetta Holloway, Tuesday
Warner, Dolores Raya, Kazumi Hiroe,
Laurie Stanley. Row 4 - Jannessa Davis,
Audrey Smith Karla Randle, Adrienne
Morgan, Rosa Mae Sims.
Rose Marie Sims and Dolores Raya look on as Kim Whiting, Jannessa Davis,
James Gardner and Angelense Jones take part in a card tournament. Baker
Hall Council sponsored several games like this.
Third Floor Women Have A Positive Attitude
When It Comes To Enjoying Life in Baker Hall
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Dawn Debruhl is caught by surpise as
she jumps back behind the bathroom
door before the photographer snapped
this picture.
Kelly O'Regan is primed for a serious
night of studying. A hurricane glassful
ofDiet Coke and a hefty highlighter is all
she needs to get the job done.
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THREE NORTH (from L to R): Row 1 - Ingrid Olson, Maria Lopez, Stephanie
Musil, Adrienne Kizer, Laura Simpson. Row 2 - Dawn Debruhl, Molly O'Hara,
Jill Ziarnik, Sarah Thompson, Kelliann McDermott, Lynda Kryszewski, Barb
Lowth, Kim Gordon, Paula Motsinger.
Some third floor women have a living
environment that does not make the
noise level a top priority. While 1- and
2-north offered a 24-hour quiet living
environment, and their south wings
(along with 3-north) had a 50/50
schedule, 3-south chose to live without
quiet hours. It was more relaxed. As
some observed, "It's the party floor."
At right: Kelly Packwood goes over
some class notes. Jenna Justin and
Joan Russo doin' the munchie thing.
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THREE SOUTH (from L to R): Row 1 -
Theresa Creaney, Lori Dresser, Korrie
McCarry, Jen Lee. Row 2 - Renee Higgins,
Amy Stahl, Margaret Schultz, Audrey
Gaines, Minika Scott, Kenya Willams.
Kerri Beeman takes another sip of her
lemonade during a study break in her
room. Maybe Kerri has dreamt of
having her name in lights, because she
decorated her room with just that.
Angie Coppage looks like she's into some serious studying as she settles in to
her comfortable study space on a couch in the Three South lounge
Baker Residents Find Themselves Part of a
Community That Fosters Building of Friendships
Grace Hwang, Anisa Strasburg, Mariko Aoki, Erika Staiger, Yadira
Encina, Rosa Mae Sims, Lahn Vo, Rose Marie Sims and Jamesetta
Haiioway enjoy a great end-of-the-year Barbeque at Gilson Park.
Angelense Jones flashes that fabulous
smile as she's caught tidying up 2-
South's TV lounge
Donna Castello sits in the front lobby
with several Baker Demonstration
School kids as they get ready for their
annual Halloween trick-or-treating trip
through the residence hall.
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Boyfriends often become as much a
part of the Baker community as its
residents are. Chris Jahn with Brian
are evidence of that. Baker Hall's
favorite front lobby guard, Leo,
could always be counted on to keep
track of visitors' guests and for a
friendly smile.
Angie Coppage, Jen Lee, Korrie
McCarry, Karey Jones, Penny Walker,
Kelly O'Regan and Deborah White
enjoy decorating their unit's entry in the
annual pumpkin carving contest.
Residents really enjoyed creating their
own T-shirt designs. Tony Galvan,
Stephanie Musil, Marybeth
Castelluzzo and Christa Barkdoll get
their hands into Baker's tie-dying
extravaganza.
Baker Residence Hall was blanketed by an unexpected spring snow storm.
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Mary Adams
Elementary Ed.
Waukegan, IL
Ventura Aguilar
Computer Systems
Cicero, IL
Waqas Akkawi
Business Management
Chicago, IL
Zied Al-Shara
Sports Management
Jordan
Eric Alvarado
Human Services
Christa Barkdoll
Elementary Ed./Psych
Elmhurst, IL
Darcy, Dave, Katy &
Ginny were a typical and
sometimes atypical clan
during the year.
Celeste Bazan
Theatre Education
Albuquerque, NM
Davina Berger
Elementary Ed.
Northbrook, IL
Jose Bohorquez
CISM
Chicago, IL
'J
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Vivian Bowers
Human Services
Chicago, IL
Susan Bramson
Elementary Ed.
Skokie, IL
Janine Brown
Early Childhood Ed.
Crestwood, IL
Santiago Bucio
CISM
Chicago, IL
Ernst Cadet
Sports Management
Evanston, IL
Victor Carrillo
CISM
Chicago, IL
Jennifer and Liza get into
'The Slide' at an Evanston
Campus dance.
Claudia Carter
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Sara Caruso
Elementary Ed.
Arlington Hts., IL
Carol Chen
Chicago, IL
Erica Christiansen
Early Childhood Ed.
Wilson A. Cisneros
Business Management
Chicago, IL
Jannessa Davis
Human Services
Bartlett, IL
Kimberly Deets
English
Elmhurst, IL
Sharon Donato
Elementary Ed.
Lombard, IL
Kevin Dorsey
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Grace and Erica share a
friendly smile with the
photographer.
Mary Earl
Elementary Ed.
Lombard, IL
Cedric Evans
Human Services
Chicago, IL
Denise Evans
Elementary Ed.
Maryland
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William Falla
CISM
Chicago, IL
Barbara Ferguson
Elementary Ed.
Evanston, IL
Adriana Flores
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Jose Flores
Sports Management
Chicago, IL
Antonio M. Galvan
Elementary Ed.
Highwood, IL
Mary Galvez
Business Admin.
Chicago, IL
Mike and Eric bring their
version of the Blues
Brothers to Evanston's
annual Halloween party.
Hiliana Garcia
Business Management
Chicago, IL
Jesus Garcia
Business Admin.
Chicago, IL
Anamarie Gongola
Elementary Ed.
Downers Grove, IL
Wendi Goodman
Elementary Ed.
Riverwoods, IL
Sandra Gorskey
Elementary Ed.
Wheaton, IL
Jesse Green
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Mary Hartnett
Elementary Ed.
Villa Park, IL
Renee Higgins
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Susan Hirsh
Early Childhood Ed.
Highland Park, IL
Lynnane, Sara and Ginny
dig right into their
pumpkins as they prepare
to carve out some jack-o-
lantern history.
Jessica Hodges
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Dave Hoffheimer
Elementary Ed.
Evanston, IL
Koichi Hoshino
Computer Management
JapanII
I
Julie Huynh
Early Chid. Ed./CISM
Chicago, IL
Grace Hwang
Elementary Ed.
Orland Park, IL
Christine Jahn
Human Services/Psych
Rockford, IL
Anglense Jones
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Michael Kallison
Human Services/Psych
Niles, IL
Kalani Koko
Medical Technology
Hawaii
Cody takes some Baker
Dem School boys on the
annual trick-or-treating
trip through Baker
Residence Hall.
Fee Lan Lee
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Karen Lee
Elementary Ed.
Morton Grove, IL
LaShawn Littrice
Accounting
Chicago, IL
Barb Lowth
Early Childhood Ed.
Des Plaines, IL
Florin Marinescu
Business
Chicago, IL
Danielle M. Martinez
Business
Chicago, IL
Paula McCarthy
Early Childhood Ed.
Tera McCormick
Elementary Ed./Psych.
Rock Island, IL
Gloria Melo
CISM
Margaret and Liza share
shark stories at the
Evanston Halloween
party.
Nancy Nee
Radiation Therapy
California
Ginny Newhouse
Elementary Ed.
Maple Park, IL
Hilde Nickles
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
1
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Walter Nickles
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Manish Pandya
Elementary Ed.
Glencoe, IL
John A. Patrick
Elementary Ed.
Round Lake Beach. IL
Sheryl Phillips
Elementary Ed.
Akron, Ohio
Tracy Profice
Special Education
Chicago, IL
Dolores Raya
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Regina and Terrance
surround a visiting friend
with "peace."
Claudia Ann Ridley
Elementary Ed.
Morton Grove, IL
Aleezah Rockier
Elementary Ed.
Wilmette, IL
Jose Rodriquez
Business Admin.
Chicago, IL
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Lepoldo Rodriguez
CISM
Chicago, IL
Jeoffrey Rose
English/Theatre
Naperville, IL
Colleen Samen
Elementary Ed.
Mc Henry, IL
Rose Marie Sims
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Audrey Smith
Respiratory Therapy
Chicago, IL
Hector Solis
Elementary Ed.
Chicago. IL
Ronnie R. Spencer
Human Services/Psych.
Chicago, IL
Erika Staiger
Theatre Arts
Virginia
Katrina Stoutmire
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Lucy squeezes in some
leisurely reading before
her next class.
Anisa Strasburg
Elementary Ed.
Libertyville, IL
Susan Tabern
Elementary Ed.
Morton Grove, IL
Linda Thomas
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Anita Warner
Elementary Ed.
Maywood, IL
Lisa Weber
Elementary Ed.
Elk Grove Vil, IL
Eileen Westrom
Elementary Ed.
Lisle, IL
Chris and Darcy get into
the spirit of the 60s era as
they 'let it all hang out' at
Evanston's Rock of Ages
dance.
Lauren Wishner
Morton Grove, IL
Horacio Zavala
CISM
Chicago, IL
Jose Zavala
CISM
Chicago, IL
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Rob contemplates his tie dying
design as he wraps his material.
Anamarie gets her rubberbands in
place for a dip in the dye.
Sarah 's not quite sure how she
wants to wrap her T-shirt.
Angelense is ready to take that
next exam! Rosa Mae (or is
that Rose Marie?) hams it up for
the camera.
Kirsten and Peggy hardly have their minds on breakfast. These "serial" killers are happy to pose
with their latest victim at the annual Evanston campus Halloween party. Davina, Susan, Mike,
Alece and Kirsten enjoy some laughs together during the "We Can Make You Laugh" game show.
Graduate Students Spend Most
Nights in Class, Work During Day
Kelly Berbaum Sharon Jozsa Laura L. Long Olean Scott Heather Teteak
Elementary Ed Early Childhood MAT El Ed Education Human Services
Glenview, IL Chicago, IL McHenry, IL Chicago, IL Westmont,IL
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Masters in Math students
Candace Stein and Ginny
Olson take a stroll down the
main hall in Keck during a
break from class. Margaret
Bishop Crockford, an M.Ed,
student, makes a phonecall
home during her class break.
Deb Brackett and Terri
Kimure, who are both
working on Masters degrees
in Math, find time to relax
and visit when their class
takes a break.
Hi
Undergrads EnjoyedNew
Experiences and Friends
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Delia Martin, Minika Scott and Angie
Coppage are having a great time at a
campus party. Wendy Escarcega and
Dave Hoffheimer work in the Baker
Dem School after-school program,
gaining important experience for that
futurejob search. Elementary education
students at Lombard plant a tree in
honor ofDr. Helen Challand who retired
in 1991. Dave Hoffheimer, Katy Hull,
Ginny Newhouse and Dave Draftz enjoy
the Mardi Gras festivities. Chris
Krawazyk sits on the bleachers in the
gymnasium and watches others make
fools of themselves during Orientation
Week Goofy Olympics. Jessica Hodges
reads the latest edition of The Vox .


Andy Andrews
Psych./Human Services
El Toro, CA
Helen Bendik
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Jane Bryson
Elementary Ed.
Arlington Hts., IL
Mary A. Can-
Elementary Ed.
Evanston, IL
Martha Casillas
Accounting
Chicago, IL
Michelle Castro
Elementary Ed.
Glenview, IL111
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Laura and Jodie demon-
strate the latest dance
steps at the "Rock the
Ages" dance.
Angelica Contreras
Accounting
Chicago, IL
Cheryl Ann Davis
Music Education
Evanstori, IL
Riva Davis
CISM
Chicago, IL
Linda Digirolamo
Elementary Ed.
Downers Grove, IL
Darcy Eisler
Elementary Ed.
Belvidere, IL
Ellen Hanna
Elementary Ed.
Lyons, IL
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Laurie, Eric, Jen, Korrie,
Sue and Sam join in the
Mardi Gras celebration at
the tri-campus dinner
dance.
i
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Caren Herbin
Elementary Ed.
Park Ridge, IL
Francine Karris
Elementary Ed.
Evanston, IL
David Kreger
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Lisa Lenzi
Elementary Ed.
Highland Park, IL
Lisa Martinson
Psychology
Skokie, IL
Kelliann McDermott
Special Education
Evanston, IL
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Wanda Prinzing
Elementary Ed.
Rockford, IL
Ava Reynolds
Early Childhood Ed.
Vernon Hills, IL
Jennifer Resnik
Early Childhood Ed.
Posen. IL
Nancy Roe
Elementary Ed.
Orland Park, IL
Christine Scarbeck
Early Childhood Ed.
Lake Zurich, IL
Carolyn Smith
Elementary Ed.
Chicago, IL
Andy and Caroline dress
for success, the "senior"
way, during the annual
Halloween party.
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Ana Smoody
Elementary Ed.
Morton Grove, IL
Amy E. Stahl
Early Childhood Ed.
Oswego, IL
Laurie Stanley
Elementary Ed.
Des Plaines, IL
Maria, Caren,
Mariko, Helen,
Julie, and Sandy
get into the
pumpkin guts of
the Halloween
season.
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Sandy and Jane show
pride in their little
creation as they ready
their "baby" for display
with "mama" at Baker
Residence Hall's pumpkin
carving contest.
Sandra Walizadehe
Human Services
Evanston, IL
Lisa Weinstein
Human Services/Psych.
Glenview, IL
Deborah M. White
Art
Chicago, IL
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Commencement Ceremonies Send
Over 1300 Graduates Across Stage
Beth Znaniecki and Katy Hull
smile with pride in anticipation of
Cases of caps and gowns crowd the Atrium during the week prior to commencement. the gjg Evem<
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Student speaker from the College of
Arts and Sciences, Josephine Lewis.
"The nurturing environment
generated the feeling that someone
cared aboutyou and your learning.
"
Student speaker from the National
College of Education, Kim Alamar.
"The belief that education goes above
andbeyondmere texts wasprevalent in
the way our instructors taught us.
"
[
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Student speaker from the College of
Mgmt and Business, William
Geister. "The managementprogram
combines the diversity of human
experience with the power of
education.
"
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Commencement speaker, Dr.
Gerald F. Corey, professor of
human services and counseling at
Cal State Fullerton, receives his
honorary degree, Doctor of
Humane Letters, from University
President Orley R. Herron.
f the 3,000 degrees awarded to the members of National-
Louis University's Class of 1992, nearly 1,300 graduates
Mohd Khader and Lisa Polack happily begin
their recession knowing they leave with that
coveted degree and the education it represents
were present at the commencement ceremonies held on
Saturday, June 13. For the second year in a row, the 106th spring
graduation exercises were staged at the Rosemont Horizon in
Rosemont, Illinois. With almost 6,000 proud onlookers present
to share in the day's excitement, the stadium was filled to near-
capacity.
As the final words of "America the Beautiful" are sung to close commencement
ceremonies for the Class of 1992, Lynda Kryszewski joyously holds up that
treasured piece of paper! Andy Andrews, Deborah White, Chris Ptack, Katy
Hull and Noelle Soklowski leave the Rosemont Horizon as proud graduates of
National-Louis University.
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